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Caviar
In the tradition of Cod and Olives: a fascinating
journey into the hidden history, culture, and
commerce of caviar. Once merely a substitute for
meat during religious fasts, today caviar is an icon of
luxury and wealth. In Caviar, Inga Saffron tells, for the
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first time, the story of how the virgin eggs of the
prehistoric-looking, bottom-feeding sturgeon were
transformed from a humble peasant food into a czar’s
delicacy–and ultimately a coveted status symbol for a
rising middle class. She explores how the glistening
black eggs became the epitome of culinary
extravagance, while taking us on a revealing
excursion into the murky world of caviar on the banks
of the Volga River and Caspian Sea in Russia, the Elbe
in Europe, and the Hudson and Delaware Rivers in the
United States. At the same time, Saffron describes the
complex industry caviar has spawned, illustrating the
unfortunate consequences of mass marketing such a
rare commodity. The story of caviar has long been
one of conflict, crisis, extravagant claims, and colorful
characters, such as the Greek sea captain who first
discovered the secret method of transporting the
perishable delicacy to Europe, the canny German
businessmen who encountered a wealth of untapped
sturgeon in American waters, the Russian
Communists who created a sophisticated cartel to
market caviar to an affluent Western clientele, the
dirt-poor poachers who eked out a living from
sturgeon in the aftermath of the Soviet collapse and
the “caviar Mafia” that has risen in their wake, and
the committed scientists who sacrificed their careers
to keep caviar on our tables. Filled with lore and
intrigue, Caviar is a captivating work of culinary,
natural, and cultural history.

The Icon Thief
A rollicking saga set a thousand years ago along the
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ancient Silk Road, by the Pulitzer Prize-winning author
of The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay.
Gentlemen of the Road is set in the Kingdom of Arran,
in the Caucasus Mountains, between the Black Sea
and the Caspian Sea, A.D. 950. It tells the tale of two
wandering adventurers and unlikely soul mates,
variously plying their trades as swords for hire, horse
thieves, and flimflam artists–until fortune entangles
them in the myriad schemes and battles following a
bloody coup in the medieval Jewish empire of the
Khazars. Hired as escorts for a fugitive prince, they
quickly find themselves half-willing generals in a mad
rebellion, struggling to restore the prince’s family to
the throne. As their increasingly outrageous exploits
unfold, they encounter a wondrous elephant, wily
Rhandanite tradesman, whores, thieves, soldiers, an
emperor, and the truth about their young royal
charge, whose slender frame conceals a startling
secret and a warrior’s heart. From the Hardcover
edition.

Myth and Archive
From Hollywood B-movies to Hollywood classics, A
Night at the Movies invents what "might have
happened" in these Saturday afternoon matinees.
Mad scientists, vampires, cowboys, dance-men,
Chaplin, and Bogart, all flit across Robert Coover's
riotously funny screen, doing things and uttering lines
that are as shocking to them as they are funny to the
reader. As Coover's Program announces, you will get
Coming Attractions, The Weekly Serial, Adventure,
Comedy, Romance, and more, but turned upsidePage 3/24
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down and inside-out.

Stranger Among Us
1970: "I" Hotel
Two lovers in Belgrade, one from the 1700s, the other
from the 1900s, reach out to each other across a gulf
of time, in a story that parallels the myth of Hero and
Leander. By the author of Dictionary of the Khazars.

Landscape Painted with Tea
World literature was long defined in North America as
an established canon of European masterpieces, but
an emerging global perspective has challenged both
this European focus and the very category of "the
masterpiece." The first book to look broadly at the
contemporary scope and purposes of world literature,
What Is World Literature? probes the uses and abuses
of world literature in a rapidly changing world. In case
studies ranging from the Sumerians to the Aztecs and
from medieval mysticism to postmodern metafiction,
David Damrosch looks at the ways works change as
they move from national to global contexts.
Presenting world literature not as a canon of texts but
as a mode of circulation and of reading, Damrosch
argues that world literature is work that gains in
translation. When it is effectively presented, a work of
world literature moves into an elliptical space created
between the source and receiving cultures, shaped by
both but circumscribed by neither alone. Established
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classics and new discoveries alike participate in this
mode of circulation, but they can be seriously
mishandled in the process. From the rediscovered
Epic of Gilgamesh in the nineteenth century to
Rigoberta Menchú's writing today, foreign works have
often been distorted by the immediate needs of their
own editors and translators. Eloquently written,
argued largely by example, and replete with insightful
close readings, this book is both an essay in definition
and a series of cautionary tales.

Last Love in Constantinople
Rebecca Reisert's mesmerizing first novel re-imagines
Macbeth, Shakespeare's classic tragedy of power and
madness, through the eyes of a mysterious young
woman on a dangerous quest for vengeance. For the
girl called Gilly, life in the wilds of Birnam Wood is
little more than a desperate struggle for survival.
Seven long years have passed since she was first
taken in and sheltered by Nettle and Mad Helga, the
hut-dwelling wise-women whose inscrutable powers of
alchemy and prophecy are feared and reviled
throughout good King Duncan's kingdom. Living under
the threat of deadly persecution by witch-hunting
villagers, the threesome ekes out a life by peddling
potions and elixirs, scavenging for food, and robbing
the bloodied corpses of Scotland's battle-scarred hills
for precious metals and weapons. But Gilly is haunted
by recollections of a much brighter life. She clings to
fading memories of a time when she was contented
and adored -- until tragedy swept all that happiness
away and young Gilly's life was changed forever. I
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have made my life an arrow, and His heart is my
home. I have made my heart a blade, and His heart is
my sheath.Obsessed with avenging her loss and
putting out the fire that still rages in her heart, Gilly
has dedicated herself to destroying Macbeth, the
boundlessly ambitious man who took away her
childhood, and his goading wife. Disguising herself as
a poor servant boy, she insinuates herself into their
lives and, as she bears horrified witness to Macbeth's
violent path to power, Gilly subtly begins to take a
hand in the forces governing his fate. But as the
culmination of her revenge draws near, Gilly finds her
own life at risk when she confronts the troubling
legacy of a long-concealed heritage. The Third Witch
is a brilliantly imagined, wonderfully satisfying novel.
In a riveting story of ruthlessness and revenge, debut
author Rebecca Reisert demonstrates a profound
understanding of the Bard's timeless drama -- and of
the real-life Macbeth upon whom Shakespeare's
incarnation is modeled.

Space Invaders
The Return of the Soldier recounts the return of the
shell shocked Captain Chris Baldry from the trenches
of the First World War from the perspective of his
cousin Jenny. The novel grapples with the soldier's
return from World War I with mental trauma and its
effects on the family, and sheds light on their fraught
relationships. The successful treatment of the
traumatised returned soldier is a fundamental
element of The Return of the Soldier. Unlike Virginia
Woolf's Mrs Dalloway and Dorothy L. Sayers' The
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Unpleasantness at the Bellona Club, this novel lends
certain optimism that the soldier can be reintegrated
into society. The novel was adapted into a film of the
same name in 1982. Excerpt: "That day its beauty
was an affront to me, because, like most
Englishwomen of my time, I was wishing for the return
of a soldier. Disregarding the national interest and
everything else except the keen prehensile gesture of
our hearts toward him, I wanted to snatch my Cousin
Christopher from the wars and seal him in this green
pleasantness his wife and I now looked upon. Of late I
had had bad dreams about him. By nights I saw Chris
running across the brown rottenness of No-Man'sLand…"

The End of Books--or Books Without End?
Myth and Archive offers a new theory about the origin
and evolution of the Latin American narrative, and
about the emergence of the modern novel. Instead of
following the traditional categories set up by literary
history, Professor González Echevarría explores the
relationship of the narrative to the language of
authority: the law in the colonial period, science in the
nineteenth century, and anthropology in the twentieth
century. The book contains readings of major works in
the tradition such as Garcilaso el Inca's Comentarios
reales, Sarmiento's Facundo, Carpentier's Los pasos
perdidos, and García Marquez's Cien años de soledad.

The Hanging on Union Square
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Ibn Fadlan and the Land of Darkness
The Khazars were one of the most important Turkic
peoples in European history, dominating vast areas of
southeastern Europe and the western reaches of the
Central Asian steppes from the 4th to the 11th
centuries AD. They were also unique in that their
aristocratic and military elites converted to Judaism,
creating what would be territorially the largest Jewishruled state in world history. They became significant
allies of the Byzantine Empire, blocking the advance
of Islam north of the Caucasus Mountains for several
hundred years. They also achieved a remarkable level
of metal-working technology, and their military elite
wore forms of iron plate armour that would not be
seen in Western Europe until the 14th century. The
Khazar state provided the foundations upon which
medieval Russia and modern Ukraine were built. Fully
illustrated with detailed colour plates, this is a
fascinating study into the armies, organisation,
armour, weapons and fortifications of the Khazars.

The History of Yiddish Literature in the
Nineteenth Century
A thought-provoking retelling of the Gospel story from
an atheist perspective. Upon its hardcover
publication, renowned author Philip Pullman’s The
Good Man Jesus and the Scoundrel Christ provoked
heated debates and stirred a frenzy of controversy
throughout the clerical and literary worlds alike with
its bold retelling of the life of Jesus Christ. In this
remarkable piece of fiction, famously atheistic author
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Philip Pullman challenges the events of the Gospels
and puts forward his own compelling and plausible
version of the life of Jesus. Written with unstinting
authority, The Good Man Jesus and the Scoundrel
Christ is a pithy, erudite, subtle, and powerful book by
a beloved author, a text to be read and reread,
studied and unpacked, much like the Good Book
itself. “The erudite fantasy author, Philip Pullman,
makes explicit his complaint against Christian dogma
with [this] challenging deconstruction of the Gospels.”
—Entertainment Weekly “Inspiring . . . Again and
again, [Pullman] displays a marvelous sense of the
elemental power of Jesus’s instructions and parables.”
—The Washington Post

God and the Soviets
Nine rich and masterful readings of the Talmud by the
French Jewish philosopher Emmanuel Levinas
translate Jewish thought into the language of modern
times. Between 1963 and 1975, Levinas delivered
these commentaries at the annual Talmudic colloquia
of a group of French Jewish intellectuals in Paris. In
this collection, Levinas applies a hermeneutic that
simultaneously allows the classic Jewish texts to shed
light on contemporary problems and lets modern
problems illuminate the texts. Besides being
quintessential illustrations of the art of reading, the
essays express the deeply ethical vision of the human
condition that makes Levinas one of the most
important thinkers of our time.

Unique Item
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Longlisted for the National Book Award for Translated
Literature A dreamlike evocation of a generation that
grew up in the shadow of a dictatorship in 1980s Chile
Space Invaders is the story of a group of childhood
friends who, in adulthood, are preoccupied by uneasy
memories and visions of their classmate Estrella
González Jepsen. In their dreams, they catch glimpses
of Estrella’s braids, hear echoes of her voice, and read
old letters that eventually, mysteriously, stopped
arriving. They recall regimented school assemblies,
nationalistic class performances, and a trip to the
beach. Soon it becomes clear that Estrella’s father
was a ranking government officer implicated in the
violent crimes of the Pinochet regime, and the
question of what became of her after she left school
haunts her erstwhile friends. Growing up, these
friends—from her pen pal, Maldonado, to her crush,
Riquelme—were old enough to sense the danger and
tension that surrounded them, but were powerless in
the face of it. They could control only the stories they
told one another and the “ghostly green bullets” they
fired in the video game they played obsessively. One
of the leading Latin American writers of her
generation, Nona Fernández effortlessly builds a
choral and constantly shifting image of young life in
the waning years of the dictatorship. In her short but
intricately layered novel, she summons the collective
memory of a generation, rescuing felt truth from the
oblivion of official history.

Scapegoat
An exploration of the possibilities of hypertext fiction
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as art form and entertainment

Doomi Golo—The Hidden Notebooks
The Use of Man starts with an unexpected discovery.
World War II is ending. Sredoje Lazukić has been
fighting all through it. Now, as one of the victorious
Partisans, he has come home to Novi Sad. He visits
the house he grew up in. Strangers nervously show
him around. He looks up the mother of Milinko, his
best friend. Milinko’s girlfriend, Vera, was the
daughter of a Jew, a bookish businessman. Her house
stands empty and open. Venturing in, Sredoje is
surprised to find the diary of the German tutor that
Milinko, Vera, and he all shared, Fräulein, who died on
the operating table just before the war. Here,
however, in a cheap notebook in Vera’s old room, is a
record of Fräulein’s lonely days, with the sentimental
caption Poésie. . . . The diary survived. Sredoje
survived. Vera and Milinko have survived too. But
what survives? A few years back Sredoje, Vera, and
Milinko were teenagers, struggling to make sense of
life. Life, they now know, can be more bitter than
death. A work of stark poetry and illimitable sadness,
The Use of Man is one of the great books of the 20th
century.

The Use of Man
In 1988 Milorad Pavic burst upon the literary scene
with his critically acclaimed, international best seller,
Dictionary of the Khazars. In it he asked his readers to
experience his book in a new and exciting way, as he
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challenged their traditional concepts of the reading
process. In his next two novels, Landscape Painted
With Tea and The Inner Side of the Wind, he
continued to challenge as he joined a modern
Odyssey with a crossword puzzle, and then he told
the same tale of two lovers from two perspectives -male and female -- and asked us to read it from either
front or back. His new novel, Last Love in
Constantinople, does not disappoint, as Pavic once
again demonstrates himself to be a master of
narrative legerdemain.

The Wisest One in the Room
From the winner of the 2015 Man Booker International
Prize A novel of awesome beauty and power by the
Hungarian master, Laszla Krasznahorkai. Winner of a
2005 PEN Translation Fund Award. War and War,
Laszla Krasznahorkai's second novel in English from
New Directions, begins at a point of danger: on a dark
train platform Korim is on the verge of being attacked
by thuggish teenagers and robbed; and from here, we
are carried along by the insistent voice of this nervous
clerk. Desperate, at times almost mad, but also
keenly empathic, Korim has discovered in a small
Hungarian town's archives an antique manuscript of
startling beauty: it narrates the epic tale of brothersin-arms struggling to return home from a disastrous
war. Korim is determined to do away with himself, but
before he can commit suicide, he feels he must
escape to New York with the precious manuscript and
commit it to eternity by typing it all on the world-wide
web. Following Korim with obsessive realism through
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the streets of New York (from his landing in a Bowery
flophouse to his moving far uptown with a mad
interpreter), War and War relates his encounters with
a fascinating range of humanity, a world torn between
viciousness and mysterious beauty. Following the
eight chapters of War and War is a short "prequel
acting as a sequel," "Isaiah," which brings us to a dark
bar, years before in Hungary, where Korim rants
against the world and threatens suicide. Written like
nothing else (turning single sentences into chapters),
War and War affirms W. G. Sebald's comment that
Krasznahorkai's prose "far surpasses all the lesser
concerns of contemporary writing."

The Good Man Jesus and the Scoundrel
Christ
"Two prominent social psychologists, specializing in
the study of human behavior, provide insight into why
we trust the people we do and how to use that
knowledge in understanding and influencing people in
our own lives, "--NoveList.

What Is World Literature?
Who invented God? When, why, and where? Thomas
Römer seeks to answer these enigmatic questions
about the deity of the great monotheisms—Yhwh,
God, or Allah—by tracing Israelite beliefs and their
context from the Bronze Age to the end of the Old
Testament period in the third century BCE, in a
masterpiece of detective work and exposition.
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The Manuscript Found in Saragossa
In The Angle Quickest for Flight, a quintet of eccentric
metaphysicians searches for a sacred book looted
during the Spanish Inquisition and tithed to the
Vatican. Steven Kotler’s first novel, which received
acclaim from masters such as John Barth, moves with
dizzying power across continents and epochs,
weaving a multilayered narrative around secret
societies, mad magicians, and a runaway boy named
Angel.

The Encyclopedia of the Dead
These stories of disparate experience travel beyond
politics and multicultural manners to become an
essential discussion of otherness.

The Angle Quickest for Flight
"I Hotel" is the third novella of I Hotel, a National Book
Award finalist and epic of America’s struggle for civil
rights as it played out in San Francisco’s Chinatown.
Yamashita’s cast of students, laborers, artists,
revolutionaries, and provocateurs make their way
through the history of the day, caught in riptides of
politics and passion, clashing ideologies and personal
turmoil.

A Night at the Movies, Or, You Must
Remember this
By the author of the highly acclaimed literary
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bestseller "Dictionary of the Khazars, " "Landscape
Painted with Tea, " Milorad Pavic's second novel, is a
tale of mysterious quest that is part modern Odyssey
and part crossword puzzle. It begins with the story of
a brilliant but failed architect in Belgrade and his
search for his father, an officer who vanished in
Greece during World War II. The truth about his
fate--some of it set in motion 2,000 years ago and
some of it by the Nazis-- is raveled in the history and
secrets of Mount Athos, the most ancient of all
monasteries, perched atop its inaccessible mountain
on the Aegean.

Uvod u Microsoft Office
The Invention of God
The first novel to be translated from Wolof to English,
Doomi Golo—The Hidden Notebooks is a masterful
work that conveys the story of Nguirane Faye and his
attempts to communicate with his grandson before he
dies. With a narrative structure that beautifully
imitates the movements of a musical piece, Diop
relates Faye’s trauma of losing his only son, Assane
Tall, which is compounded by his grandson Badou’s
migration to an unknown destination. While Faye feels
certain that his grandson will return one day, he also
is convinced that he will no longer be alive by then.
Faye spends his days sitting under a mango tree in
the courtyard of his home, reminiscing and observing
his surroundings. He speaks to Badou through his
seven notebooks, six of which are revealed to the
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reader, while the seventh, the “Book of Secrets,” is
highly confidential and reserved for Badou’s eyes
only. In the absence of letters from Badou, the
notebooks form the only possible means of
communication between the two, carrying within
them tunes and repetitions that give this novel its
unusual shape: loose and meandering on the one
hand, coherent and tightly interwoven on the other.
Translated by Vera Wülfing-Leckie and El Hadji
Moustapha Diop.

The Return of the Soldier (Historical
Novel)
Originally published: London: Hutchinson, 1976.

This Could Have Become Ramayan
Chamar's Tale: Two Anti-Novels
In these stories Kis depicts human relationships,
encounters, landscapes- the multitude of details that
make up a human life.

The Khazars
Alphonse, a young Walloon officer, is travelling to join
his regiment in Madrid in 1739. But he soon finds
himself mysteriously detained at a highway inn in the
strange and varied company of thieves, brigands,
cabbalists, noblemen, coquettes and gypsies, whose
stories he records over sixty-six days. The resulting
manuscript is discovered some forty years later in a
sealed casket, from which tales of characters
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transformed through disguise, magic and illusion, of
honour and cowardice, of hauntings and seductions,
leap forth to create a vibrant polyphony of human
voices. Jan Potocki (1761-1812) used a range of
literary styles - gothic, picaresque, adventure,
pastoral, erotica - in his novel of stories-within-stories,
which, like the Decameron and Tales from the
Thousand and One Nights, provides entertainment on
an epic scale.

The Inner Side of the Wind, Or The Novel
of Hero and Leander
Subimal Misra - anarchist, activist, anti-establishment,
experimental 'anti-writer' - is a contemporary master,
and among India's greatest living authors. This Could
Have Become Ramayan Chamar's Tale is a novella
about a tea-estate worked turned Naxalite named
Ramayan Chamar, who gets arrested during a
worker's strike and is beaten up and killed in custody.
But every time the author attempts to write that
story, reality intrudes in various forms to create a
picture of a nation and society that is broken down,
and where systemic inequalities are perpetuated by
the middle- and upper-classes who are either
indifferent or actively malignant. When Colour Is A
Warning Sign goes even further in its
experimentation, abandoning the barest pretence of
narrative and composed entirely as a collage of
vignettes, dialogue, reportage, autobiography, etc.
Together these two anti-novels are a direct assault on
the 'vast conspiracy of not seeing' that makes us look
away from the realities of our sociopolitical order. In
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V. Ramaswamy's translation, they make for difficult,
challenging but ultimately immensely powerful
reading.

Tristano
In 922 AD, an Arab envoy from Baghdad named Ibn
Fadlan encountered a party of Viking traders on the
upper reaches of the Volga River. In his subsequent
report on his mission he gave a meticulous and
astonishingly objective description of Viking customs,
dress, table manners, religion and sexual practices, as
well as the only eyewitness account ever written of a
Viking ship cremation. Between the ninth and
fourteenth centuries, Arab travellers such as Ibn
Fadlan journeyed widely and frequently into the far
north, crossing territories that now include Russia,
Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. Their fascinating
accounts describe how the numerous tribes and
peoples they encountered traded furs, paid tribute
and waged wars. This accessible new translation
offers an illuminating insight into the world of the
Arab geographers, and the medieval lands of the far
north.

The Silk Map
Emperors, empresses, storytellers, thievesand the
Natural History of Ferrets.

Kalpa Imperial
The Duke of Omnium is overwhelmed by the death of
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his vivacious wife, Lady Glencora. Once the British
Prime Minister, he is now in sole charge of his three
wilful children. The Duke, troubled and without easy
relationships with any of his children, tries to impose
his own will. But the result seems to move towards
calamity.

The Duke's Children
It's Brent Weeks meets China Mieville in this wildly
imaginative fantasy adventure featuring high action,
elegant writing, and sword and sorcery with a Chinese
flare. At the end of The Scroll of Years, the poet
Persimmon Gaunt and her husband, the thief Imago
Bone, had saved their child from evil forces at the
price of trapping him within a pocket dimension. Now
they will attempt what seems impossible; they will
seek a way to recover their son. Allied with Snow
Pine, a scrappy bandit who's also lost her child to the
Scroll of Years, Gaunt and Bone awaken the Great
Sage, a monkeylike demigod of the East, currently
trapped by vaster powers beneath a mountain. The
Sage knows of a way to reach the Scroll -- but there is
a price. The three must seek the world's greatest
treasure and bring it back to him. They must find the
worms of the alien Iron Moths, whose cocoons
produce the wondrous material ironsilk. And so the
rogues join a grand contest waged along three
thousand miles of dangerous and alluring trade routes
between East and West. For many parties have
simultaneously uncovered fragments of the Silk Map,
a document pointing the way toward a nest of the
Iron Moths. Our heroes tangle with Western treasure
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hunters, a blind mystic warrior and his homicidal
magic carpet, a nomad princess determined to rebuild
her father's empire, and a secret society obsessed
with guarding the lost paradise where the Moths are
found -- even if paradise must be protected by
murder.

Nine Talmudic Readings
On Yom Kippur, Jews of antiquity would sacrifice two
goats: one as an offering to a harsh and judging god,
the other turned loose in the wilderness as a carrier of
the group's sins. But throughout history, says Andrea
Dworkin, women and Jews themselves have served as
society's scapegoats. From the Inquisition, when
women were targeted as witches and Jews as
heretics, to the Nazi assault on Jewish and female
bodies, these groups have been doomed to the twin
fates of slaughter and exile. In Scapegoat Dworkin
draws on history, literature, philosophy, and politics to
create a series of pairings -- homeland/home,
pogrom/rape, Palestinians/prostitutes -- that elucidate
the misogyny and anti-Semitism of the past
millennium's atrocities. Sure to incite debate, Dworkin
presents a startling new view of how Nazism waged
war on the female body. She offers a profound
indictment of Israel's "scapegoating" of the
Palestinians and critiques the supremacy Israeli men
exert over Israeli women. Most provocatively, she
imagines a world in which women betray the men of
their ethnic/racial groups to fight for their own rights.
Dworkin's exploration of when and how scapegoats
themselves use violence will shock and disturb -- and
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no reader will look at the world the same way again.

Fangland
Traveling to Romania on behalf of her popular
television news magazine, Evangeline Harker
investigates a notorious crime boss named Ion Torgu,
only to disappear and awaken several months later in
a Transylvanian monastery with no memory of what
happened to her. Reprint.

The Thirteenth Tribe
A subversively comic, genre-bending satire of
bourgeois life by an essential Chinese American voice
A Penguin Classic It's Depression-era New York, and
Mr. Nut, an oblivious American everyman, wants to
strike it rich, even if at the moment he's unemployed,
with no job prospects in sight. Over the course of a
single night, in a narrative that unfolds hour by hour,
he meets a cast of strange characters—disgruntled
workers at a Communist cafeteria, lecherous old men,
sexually exploited women, pesky authors—who
eventually convince him to cast off his bourgeois
aspirations for upward mobility and become a radical
activist. Absurdist, inventive, and suffused with
revolutionary fervor, and culminating in a dramatic
face-off against capitalist power in the figure of the
greedy businessman Mr. System, The Hanging on
Union Square is a work of blazing wit and originality.
More than eighty years after it was self-published,
having been rejected by dozens of baffled publishers,
it has become a classic of Asian American
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literature—a satirical send-up of class politics and
capitalism and a shout of populist rage that still
resonates today. Celebrate Asian American and
Pacific Islander (AAPI) Heritage Month with these
three Penguin Classics: America Is in the Heart by
Carlos Bulosan (9780143134039) East Goes West by
Younghill Kang (9780143134305) The Hanging on
Union Square by H. T. Tsiang (9780143134022)

The Third Witch
War & War
A love story with infinite possibilities.

Gentlemen of the Road
A controversial masterpiece resurfaces in Budapest. A
ballerina's headless corpse is found beneath the
boardwalk at Brighton Beach. And New York's Russian
mob is about to collide with the equally ruthless art
world Maddy Blume, an ambitious young art buyer for
a Manhattan hedge fund, is desperate to track down a
priceless painting by Marcel Duchamp, the most
influential artist of the twentieth century. The
discovery of a woman’s decapitated body thrusts
criminal investigator Alan Powell into a search for the
same painting, with its enigmatic image of a headless
nude. And a Russian thief and assassin known as the
Scythian must steal the painting to save his
reputation – and his life. The murderous race is on.
And in the lead is an insidious secret society intent on
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reclaiming the painting for reasons of its own – and by
any means necessary….
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